Colors (The Dragon Knights Book 2)

Alyssa lives her days hiding from the
nightmares of her childhood, fearful of
only one thing: being found. She no longer
feels pain, for her soul has been numbed by
the cruelties she endured. Chris is empty
on the inside, even though he portrays a
facade of happiness to the outside world.
He attempts to fill the void with women,
sex, and music. In his lonely existence,
nothing really matters ... until he meets
Alyssa. When two dark souls collide, can
the colors repair their broken souls, or will
they surrender to the darkness of their
broken pasts? Colors is Book 2 in the
Dragon Knights Series, which each rock
star will receive their own story. This is a
full-length novel and could be read as a
stand-alone.
Due to explicit sexual
content, this book is not intended for
readers under the age of 18.
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